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QUESTION 1

You are using IIS as the Web server with the dispatcher and your websites root folder path is /content/mycompany. The
page /content/mycompany/about us is edited and activated to the AEM publish instance. Assuming the dispatcher flush
agent is NOT available and IIS is installed on C:\inetpub of the Windows server, what needs to done for the new version
of the page to be seen from the IIS Web server? 

A. Delete the subfolders of the directory "C:\inetpub\wwwroot" to dear the content cache. 

B. Nothing. 

C. Delete the directory "C:\inetpub\tempn to clear the content cache. 

D. Delete the following directory "C:\inetpub\wwwroot\content\mycompany" to clear the content cache. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You create an nt:unstructured node inside the apps in CRXDE Lite and then you create a folder inside the apps and
click save. What is the expected behavior? 

A. The folder and nt:unstructured node, none of them will get saved. 

B. The folder will get saved after refreshing the apps. 

C. The folder and nt:unstructured node, both will get saved. 

D. The folder will get saved. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In a typical Maven project, you will have a content module that contains a file src/main/content/META-INF/vault/filter.xml
which defines the filters for the AEM package built by Maven. Your project has this structure: 
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Select the correct filter entry that would be included in the src/main/content/META- INF/vault/filter.xml file: 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are logged in as userA and you are impersonating userB. How are your activities logged in the access.log? 

A. The logged userld is "userB impersonated by userA" 

B. The logged userld is "userA on behalf of userB" 

C. The logged userld is "userB" 

D. The logged userld is "userA" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You add "sling.run.modes=publish/f in sling.properties and start the instance using the command "java -jar
aem-6-p4502.jar -r author". In which mode will the instance start? 

A. Both author and publish. 

B. Author 

C. Publish 

D. Due to conflict in the run modes, AEM will not start. 

Correct Answer: C 
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